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Connect and grow your business
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central brings together the best CRM and
ERP offerings into one cloud service for an all-in-one business management
solution that manages finances, operations, sales, and customer service. This
suite of intelligent applications allows you to grow beyond the limits of your
basic accounting software by providing accounting functionality and apps for
360-degree management of your business. The apps are connected to each
other, so they facilitate connections between team members and automated
workflows—helping you connect your business and make smarter decisions. Plus,
it’s easy to use and adapt.

KEY FEATURES ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One unified platform
Consolidate your disconnected systems into a single, comprehensive solution to
manage your financials, sales, services, operations, projects, supply chain, and
reporting and analytics.
Connect to industry apps
Easily configure Dynamics 365 using business add-ons to customise or extend
capabilities for specific industry needs with PowerApps, Microsoft Flow, and
Power BI.
Business intelligence
Chart financial performance in real time with built-in Power BI dashboards, and
get a complete picture across your business with customised reports when
and where you need them. The easy-to-share, self-serve reports include key
performance indicators (KPIs), inventory, sales, and order status.
Security and compliance
Use built-in privacy-by-design and privacy-by-default methodologies to help your
business comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Grant and
restrict access to data on multiple levels and enable audit trails to ensure security
and accountability. Move and store personal data freely across your systems while
protecting them from unauthorised access with automatic encryption.
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KEY BENEFITS -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Easy deployment
It’s easy to set up. Using familiar Office tools means less training time and faster
adoption.
Increased productivity
Improve productivity and reduce manual errors with automated workflows.
Optimised supply chain
Increase visibility across your supply chain and gain greater control and insight
over your purchasing.
Make better decisions
With centralised data from accounting, sales, purchasing, inventory, and
customer interactions, you’ll have a complete view of the business for more
informed decision-making.
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